Three Week Session

HIST 3460 MODERN MIDDLE EAST
001 (11481) CRE 3.0 MTWR 08:00 am-11:50 am BLB 050 Stockdale N
GROUP C

HIST 4055 RUS EMPIRE, 1700-1917
001 (12558) CRE 3.0 MTWR 12:30 pm-04:20 pm BLB 035 Velikanova O
GROUP B

HIST 4271 HOLLYWOOD & WILD WEST
031 (12559) CRE 3.0 GROUP A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
888 (12560) CRE 3.0 GROUP A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 5900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
002 (5720) CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 6900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701 (6733) CRE V
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session One

HIST 2610 U S TO 1865
001 (11482) CRE 3.0 MTWR 08:00 am-09:50 am MATT 311 Mitchener D
Also meets: F 08:00 am-09:50 am MATT 311 6/ 8/18-6/ 8/18

HIST 2620 U S FM 1865
031 (12563) CRE 3.0 Cox G
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
888 (12564) CRE 3.0 Cox G
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 4261 TOPICS IN HIST GROUP A
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

Mendoza ACRE 3.0031 (12074)
Course Topic: SPORTS & AMERICAN SOCIETY

THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

Mendoza ACRE 3.0888 (12075)
Course Topic: SPORTS & AMERICAN SOCIETY
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 4300      FRENCH REVOLUTION
001 (11930) CRE 3.0  MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am SAGE 231 Leggiere M
GROUP B.
Also meets: F 09:59 am-11:50 am SAGE 231 6/8/18-6/8/18

HIST 4700      TEXAS
001 (13057) CRE 3.0  MTWR 12:00 pm-01:50 pm BLB 010 McCaslin R
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-01:50 pm BLB 010 6/8/18-6/8/18

HIST 5900      SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701 (2995) CRE V MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 5950      THESIS
701 (3006) CRE V RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.

HIST 6900      SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701 (3015) CRE V MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 6940      INDV RESEARCH
701 (3027) CRE V MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 6950      DISSERTATION
701 (3029) CRE V MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session Two

HIST 2610      U S TO 1865
031 (12570) CRE 3.0 Liles D
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

HIST 2620      U S FM 1865
HIST 4260  TOPICS IN HISTORY

001  (6645)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  08:00 am-09:50 am  ENV 110  Welch M
Course Topic: ROMAN WARFARE
GROUP B OR C

HIST 4391  WAR CRMS GEN & JUSTICE

031  (12568)  CRE 3.0  GROUP A, B, OR C  Cox G
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

888  (12569)  CRE 3.0  GROUP A, B, OR C  Cox G
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 4490  AMERICAN REVOLUTION

031  (12566)  CRE 3.0  GROUP A  Chet G
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

888  (12567)  CRE 3.0  GROUP A  Chet G
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

001  (13052)  NO ASSGN  Williams H
This class meets from 07/07/2018 to 08/10/2018.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE OFFERED FROM 7/7/2018 TO 7/30/2018. GEOG 4030 = HIST 4900 +HIST 4910. CONTACT FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

HIST 4910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

001  (13053)  NO ASSGN  Williams H
This class meets from 07/07/2018 to 08/10/2018.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE OFFERED FROM 7/7/2018 TO 7/30/2018. GEOG 4030 = HIST 4900 +HIST 4910. CONTACT FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

HIST 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

801  (4207)  CRE V  MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 5950  THESIS

801  (4218)  CRE V  MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 6900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
HIST 6940  INDV RESEARCH
801 (4234)  CRE V  Wise M
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HIST 6950  DISSERTATION
801 (4235)  CRE V
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Eight Week Session One

HIST 3762  BIOGRAPHY OF ROME
001 (12970)  CRE 3.0  Fuhrmann C
This class meets from 05/13/2018 to 07/06/2018.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE.  COURSE WILL BE TAUGHT ABROAD FROM 5/13/2018 TO 6/2/2018.  QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

HIST 4262  TOPICS IN HIST GROUP B
001 (12971)  CRE 3.0  Fuhrmann C
This class meets from 05/13/2018 to 07/06/2018.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE.  COURSE WILL BE TAUGHT ABROAD FROM 5/13/2018 TO 6/2/2018.  QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

HIST 5010  STUD IN ANCIENT HIST
001 (12972)  CRE 3.0  Fuhrmann C
This class meets from 05/13/2018 to 07/06/2018.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE.  COURSE WILL BE TAUGHT ABROAD FROM 5/13/2018 TO 6/2/2018.  QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU

002 (12973)  CRE 3.0  Fuhrmann C
This class meets from 05/13/2018 to 07/06/2018.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A STUDY ABROAD COURSE.  COURSE WILL BE TAUGHT ABROAD FROM 5/13/2018 TO 6/2/2018.  QUESTIONS, EMAIL FACULTYLEDPROGRAMS@UNT.EDU